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With the development market economic system, split of stock right jointly 
owned by the couples in divorce suit are increasing .Spreading over corporation law 
and marriage law, split of stock right jointly owned by the couples is difficult in 
judicial practice . At present, the legislation on split of stock right jointly owned by 
the couples is inadequate. Supreme People's Court Interpretation II on Several Issues 
in the Application of Marriage Law of the People's Republic of China provides for the 
split of stock right jointly owned by the couples. When jointcontribution but 
registered one of the couple as a shareholder only in limited liability company ,the  
rule of stock split accepted company law for stock transfer. This legal provision‘s 
protection of the joint ownership of one of the couples who is not registered as 
shareholders is very inadequate . It is not consist with the marrige law’s principle of 
equal division of property . In addition, there are many defects on the legislation of 
split process of stock right jointly owned by the couples, resulting in difficulties in 
judicial practice.So, regulate the conflict between the company law and the marriage 
law , and split the stock right jointly owned by the couples fairly has become a urgent 
need. 
This article takes off from the concept about stock right jointly owned by the 
couples, discusses the legislative defect of the split of stock right jointly owned by the 
couples .Then analyses the theories of the split of stock right jointly owned by the 
couples and later illustrates the split princeples and the split methords.At last, the 
article gives some advice on how to perfect the system of split of stock right jointly 
owned by the couples. Besides the introduction and conclusion, is divided into five 
chapters: 
Chapter 1: This chapter introduces the meaning and characteristics of stock right 
jointly owned by the couples, and defines the scope of stock right jointly owned by 















Chapter 2: This chapter discusses the legislation on the split of stock right jointly 
owned by the couples and the problems of the split of stock right jointly owned by the 
couples, and then leads to the following analysis. 
Chapter 3: This chapter illustrates different theories of the split of stock right 
jointly owned by the couples and expresses author's point of view that stock right can 
be jointly owned by the couples.  
Chapter 4: This chapter explains the principles of the split of stock right jointly 
owned by the couples should follow,and analyzes the specific split in different 
situations combined with the law. 
Chapter 5: This chapter give some advices on how to perfect the system of split 
of stock right jointly owned by the couples. 
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